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Across

3. what is the name of the book

4. what people with the disease are 

called

6. who is the founder of wicked

9. what thomas is building 

throughout the book

10. the first boy thomas meets that is 

his age

12. What is the place where the most 

flares hit called

13. main security guard

16. the group that Thomas is in

17. The richest way to travel

20. how many chat sessions so thomas 

and teresa have

22. what caused the virus the flare

24. a flying vehicle with four 

propellers holding it up

25. what was thomas's name before he 

went to wicked

27. teresa's name before being taken 

by WICKED

29. what is the name of the 

corporation that thomas is at

30. who is the main character

Down

1. the author of the book

2. who is the chancellor at the 

beginning of the book

5. who is Newt's sister

7. the deadly disease they are 

fighting against

8. how thomas and teresa 

communicate without seeing eachother

11. what is thomas's and his friend's 

first punishment for sneaking out

14. the name of the creatures created 

by WICKED

15. thomas's main doctor

18. the group Newt's sister is in

19. the boy who thomas becomes good 

friends with and doesn't enter the maze 

for a long time

21. how many people go into the maze 

when it first starts

23. Thomas has to take a lot of these 

in school

26. who is the first kid Thomas meets

28. the boy who is asian and about a 

year older than Thomas


